Business Organizations, Cases and Materials + Casebookplus

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LAW: CASES AND MATERIALS is a timely and useful book. Uncounted millions of “international” transactions occur daily, as goods and services are purchased across the national boundaries of some 200 political units. Capital flows from nation to nation, and so—to a lesser extent—do jobs, as companies seek more favorable locations for their business operations. The “rules” (laws) governing these exchanges quickly become complex, as persons (and governments) from different countries are involved. If problems arise in a cross-border relationship, whose rules apply? What forums are available to resolve disputes? Are there tax implications to the transaction? If so, where? These and similar questions need to be factored into the decision to “go overseas.” Each of the six chapters in this book begins with a brief overview of the subject-matter, followed by short previews of the chosen case examples. The primary content of the chapters consists of some 120 court and arbitration decisions in real disputes, between real parties. The actual text of the decisions in these cases has been edited; some excerpts are quite brief, others are more substantial. Most “background” facts have been summarized by the author, but the edited-decision part of each case is quoted from the actual recorded text of the court or arbitrator who decided it. Clearly, a minute sample from tens of thousands of cases cannot provide comprehensive coverage of what all the world’s legal rules are. Our objectives here are simply to indicate some of the major potential “flash points” of doing international business, to illustrate some of the significant differences in the applicable legal rules, and to provide an exposure to the language and process by which international business disputes are resolved. “Forewarned is fore-armed.” Being aware of these potential trouble spots, a sensible business manager will presumably consider them in making the decision to engage in cross-border transactions, and take appropriate steps to avoid or minimize potential adverse consequences. Chapter I of this book introduces International Law—its course of development and its two major sources (custom and treaties). Chapter II examines the use of national and international courts and arbitrators to resolve cross-border disputes. Chapter III provides basic coverage of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for
the International Sale of Goods: when it applies, how the sale contract is formed, when risk of loss on the goods passes from Seller to Buyer, and what responsibilities the Seller has for the quality of the goods sold. Chapter IV looks at some of the legal questions that might arise in conducting cross-border commercial operations—employment issues, intellectual property issues, and investment issues. Chapter V considers potential questions regarding taxation of international activities, and the regulation of adverse environmental effects. Chapter VI reviews the efforts by national governments to apply their competition regulations to international business transactions, and the difficulties that private parties might have in attempting to enforce legal claims against governments and their agencies. While these are surely not the only legal issues that might arise in connection with international business, they do constitute a significant set of concerns of which managers need to be aware as they venture into the international “stream of commerce.”

Cases and Materials on Business Entities Description Coming Soon!

Administrative Law Corporations and Other Business Associations: Cases and Materials

Elder Law: Cases and Materials (2015) "Intended for the basic course in Business Organizations, Cases and Materials on Business Entities encompasses corporations, agency, partnership, and LLCs. Its extended coverage of alternative business entities distinguishes it from the more limited corporations-focused coverage of many business organizations texts"--

Cases and Materials on Company Law

Cases and Materials in Company Law This thoroughly updated casebook is designed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy courses, and it is also suitable for general courses focusing on business bankruptcy. The fourth edition retains the basic approach of the earlier editions. It presents a hypothetical company in some detail (including financial statements) and follows that company through the process of reorganization, from attempted workout to plan confirmation. It provides students with the foundation for a business bankruptcy practice: a solid grounding in the law; an orientation to the business issues; and a step-by-step view of the process that may be able to rescue a financially distressed business, either by a traditional reorganization or a sale of the business as a going concern. The treatment of the avoiding powers has been particularly strengthened

International Business Law: Cases and Materials This is the 2021 case supplement to accompany Cox and Eisenberg's Business Organizations: Cases and Materials, 12th Unabridged and 12th Concise.

Cases and Materials in Company Law Cases and Materials in Company Law is well-established as the best casebook on company law available. It covers all vital cases and combines sophisticated commentary with well-chosen notes and questions. This edition retains the original successful structure and style, whilst being fully updated to reflect changes following the Companies Act 2006.

Mergers and Acquisitions Sealy and Worthington's Text, Cases, and Materials in Company Law clearly explains the fundamental structure of company law and provides a concise exploration of each different aspect of the subject. The materials are carefully selected and well supported by commentary so that the logic of the doctrinal or legal argument is unambiguously shown. Notes and questions appear periodically throughout the text to provoke ongoing analysis and debate and enable students to test their understanding of the issues as the topics unfold. This text covers a wide range of sources and provides intelligent and thought provoking commentary in a succinct format. It will be invaluable to all those looking for expert observations and vital materials on company law.

Cases and Materials on Company Law Fully updated edition offers coverage of new topics and a more student-friendly design, while retaining the original style and features.
Commercial Law This open-source casebook is the seventh edition of a casebook using the H2O/OpenCasebook platform of Harvard's Berkman Center. This casebook is intended to be used as the main casebook for an introductory course on the law of corporations. Because is subject to a Creative Commons license and can be printed via Amazon Direct Publishing, it is available to students at a very modest cost. Alternatively, students can read and access the cases and materials online via the H2O platform at opencasebook.org at no cost. This casebook and the H2O/OpenCasebook platform are part of an effort by educators to make high quality course materials and casebooks available to students at reasonable prices.

European Company Law

Cases and Materials in Company Law Cases and Materials in Company Law is well-established as the best casebook on company law available. It covers all vital cases and combines sophisticated commentary with well-chosen notes and questions. This edition retains the original successful structure and style, whilst being fully updated to reflect changes following the Companies Act 2006.

Corporate and White Collar Crime Commercial Law: Text, Cases, and Materials provides students with an extensive and valuable range of extracts from key cases and writings in this most dynamic field of law. The authors' expert commentary and questions enliven each topic while emphasizing the practical application of the law in its business context. Len Sealy and Richard Hooley have been joined by four renowned experts in the field for the preparation of this edition. The authors have captured the essence of this fascinating topic at a time of significant legislative, regulatory, and political change.

Sealy and Worthington's Text, Cases, and Materials in Company Law This casebook is designed to introduce law students to transactional lawyering and to encourage stimulating student dialogues. At the same time it includes enough material from finance and economics literature to give students an understanding of how the market for corporate control operates. The casebook contains examples of documentation, as well as leading cases in each area. It is divided into four parts, including: (1) the source of gains in business combinations; (2) duties and risks of sellers; (3) buyers' risks in acquisitions; and (4) takeover contests.

Corporations and Other Business Organizations

2021 Supplement to Business Organizations, Cases and Materials, Unabridged and Concise, 12th Editions

Intellectual Property in Business Organizations

Mergers and Acquisitions: Cases, Materials, and Problems

Hahlo's Cases and Materials on Company Law The purchase of this ebook edition does not entitle you to receive access to the Connected eBook on CasebookConnect. You will need to purchase a new print book to get access to the full experience including: lifetime access to the online ebook with highlight, annotation, and search capabilities, plus an outline tool and other helpful resources. Modern cases highlight the legal principles involving parties and situations that are entrepreneurial in nature in this one-of-a-kind text. Students are presented with solid doctrine in the various disciplines covered in Entrepreneurship Law and come to understand their interrelatedness. A chronological approach, from the conception of the idea through all stages of the business, includes potential exit strategies such as the sale of the venture or an initial public offering. Hypotheticals, in the form of a running case study based on the authors’ vast experience as practicing attorneys, focus on the very real issues entrepreneurs face. The authors teach at Northwestern Law, well-known for its entrepreneurship course, which is one of the longest-running in the United States. Entrepreneurship Law: Cases and Materials is the only law school casebook of its kind. New to the Second Edition: New cases and readings reflecting changing doctrine in employment law, intellectual property, and securities law (including crowdfunding) Greater attention to social entrepreneurs, including the addition of public benefit corporations, L3Cs, and nonprofits to the chapter on creating an entity Refreshed
and updated readings and materials reflecting current trends and practices in financing of entrepreneurial ventures. Updates reflecting feedback from current adopters and students in the authors’ course at Northwestern Professors and student will benefit from: Modern cases that highlight the legal principles involving parties and situations that are entrepreneurial in nature. Presents solid doctrine in the various disciplines covered in Entrepreneurship Law while also emphasizing their interrelatedness. Provides a chronological approach to the subject, from the conception of the idea through all stages of the business, including potential exit strategies such as the sale of the venture or an initial public offering. Contains hypotheticals and involved, practice-oriented skills-based problems that focus on actual issues entrepreneurs face that are informed by the authors’ real experiences as practicing attorneys. Classroom tested by faculty at multiple law schools. Authors teach at Northwestern Law, well-known for its entrepreneurship course, one of the longest-running in the United States. The only law school casebook of its kind. Teaching materials include: Website for adopting faculty with resources including sample syllabi, practice problems, and other curricular materials.

Cases and Materials in Company Law Hick's name appears first on the earlier edition.


Hicks & Goo's Cases and Materials on Company Law In this eagerly awaited Second Edition, distinguished scholar Kathleen Brickey thoroughly updates her superbly written, comprehensive casebook CORPORATE AND WHITE COLLAR CRIME: Cases and Materials to keep pace with this fast-moving area. Logically organized, the book begins with two chapters that explore the theories under which criminal liability is imposed on corporations and individuals. From there, Brickey addresses the basic principles of criminal liability and systematically examines the major federal statutes commonly invoked in prosecution. Topics range from mail fraud, perjury, and obstruction of justice to bribery, RICO, tax crimes, and workplace death and injury. For each crime, Professor Brickey focuses on the basic principles of corporate and criminal liability and the major cases involved. The Second Edition includes: increased coverage of RICO, including new developments at the Supreme Court level and reform efforts in Congress important new Supreme Court decisions, including National Organization for Women v. Scheidler, Reves v. Ernst & Young, and Alexander v. United States an extensively revised conspiracy chapter coverage of the first corporate death sentence case under the Federal Sentencing Guidelines for Organizations an expanded chapter on environmental crimes, including material on the knowing endangerment provision of the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, and CERCLA Brickey enhances student understanding through problems, case studies, and excerpts from articles that illustrate the context of the issues. In addition, a statutory supplement accompanies the casebook.

Sealy & Worthington's Text, Cases, and Materials in Company Law
Access Free Cases And Materials In Company Law

Business Reorganization in Bankruptcy

Company Law in Context

Cases and Materials on Close Corporations

Business Associations

Company Law in Context is an ideal main text for company law courses. In this sophisticated book David Kershaw places company law in its economic, business, and social context, making the cases, statutes, and other forms of regulation more accessible and relevant. A running case study provides a practical perspective.

Mergers and Acquisitions

Sealy and Worthington's Cases and Materials in Company Law clearly explains the fundamental structure of company law and provides a concise introduction to each different aspect of the subject. The materials are carefully selected and well supported by commentary so that the logic of the doctrinal or legal argument is unambiguously shown. Notes and questions appear periodically throughout the text to provoke ongoing analysis and debate and enable students to test their understanding of the issues as the topics unfold. This text covers a wide range of sources and provides intelligent and thought provoking commentary in a succinct format. It is invaluable to all those who need vital materials and expert observations on company law in one volume. This 10th edition brings: * Complete updating of statutory, regulatory and case law materials.* A new consolidated and expanded chapter on corporate governance, including details of the various new UK codes and leading government reviews.

Business Organizations, Cases and Materials, Unabridged

Elder Law: Cases and Materials, Sixth Edition, continues the broad coverage of many elder law topics including Social Security, employer provided pensions, age discrimination in employment, provision of acute and chronic health care, paying for health care including Medicare and Medicaid, housing, mental capacity and guardianship, abuse, and the ethical issues that arise when dealing with older clients. Because many use the book as a "jumping off point" for more extensive reading or discussion, the authors have clarified and expanded the explanatory material so that the student can understand the framework of complex programs such as Medicare and Social Security. In recognition of the importance of the extraordinary cost of long-term care, the authors created a new chapter, "Paying for Long-Term Care", that lays out how Medicaid operates, explains basic Medicaid "planning", the advantages and drawbacks of long-term care insurance, and discusses the other means, such as residence in a continuing care retirement community, that some use to pay for long-term care. In the chapter dealing with the ADEA, the new Sixth Edition features the latest cases that attempt to apply the statute to the complex world of employment. The reforms to Medicare in the last few years are fully covered, and the coverage of Medicaid has been rewritten to make it clearer. The authors have updated and added statistics that illuminate what life is like for older Americans and have expanded the "Questions" that will stimulate students to think carefully about the policies that underlie elder law. The eBook versions of this title feature links to Lexis Advance for further legal research options.

Introduction to the Law of Corporations

Sealy & Worthington's Cases and Materials in Company Law

Worklaw Entertainment Law: Cases and Materials on Established and Emerging Media is an exciting book that contains cases, unique interviews with celebrities and other materials that educates its readers about the complex entertainment business. To capture first-hand knowledge of the entertainment business, the author has interviewed widely throughout the world. The celebrities featured in this book include Academy Award, Emmy and Grammy winners, as well as best-selling authors. It opens with a chapter on the globalization of the entertainment industry and explains how mastering U.S. entertainment law helps qualify lawyers to work abroad.

Cases and Materials on Business Law

Cases and Materials on Company Law guides students through the complexities of company law with a broad selection of source materials that are
placed in context through clear commentary. It covers all the principal areas of company law including the issue of securites and insolvency. The book concentrates on how the law facilitates and regulates the operation of companies, both large and small, reflecting the realities of current practice. To help students understand the significance of the material presented, each section is preceded by a concise introduction. Similarly, each case is preceded by a statement of its legal significance and a summary of the main facts. The book has been fully revised to incorporate the groundbreaking changes to domestic company law as a result of the Companies Act 2006. The new edition has been made easier to navigate as a result of a new two colour text design that clearly differentiates extracted material from the authors' commentary.

Cases and Materials in Company Law Sealy & Worthington's Text, Cases, & Materials in Company Law is well-established as one of the foremost texts in its field. Vital extracts are supplemented by sophisticated commentary and well-chosen notes and questions, taking into account the most recent developments in the field.

Corporations and Other Business Associations As a part of our CasebookPlus offering, you'll receive the print book along with lifetime digital access to the eBook. Additionally you'll receive the Learning Library which includes quizzes tied specifically to your book, and outline starter and digital access to leading study aids in that subject and the Gilbert Law Dictionary. The concise version of Business Organizations, Cases and Materials, Eleventh Edition includes materials on Limited Liability Partnerships and Limited Liability Companies. This edition continues the approach of earlier editions in emphasizing rich, full-bodied versions of the principal cases, and a functionalist approach to the problems of contract law. The new edition includes a great number of new principal cases and case notes, as well as longer, analytical notes. The emphasis of previous editions on international contract law continues.

International Business Transactions Cases and Materials on Business Entities, Fifth Edition

Cases and Materials on Business Entities

International Human Rights Law Traces the historical development of the community property concept. Also introduces basic classification principles, including limitations on the classification process. The remaining chapters deal with the consequences flowing from the classification of property as community or separate, including management and control rights and responsibilities, creditors' rights, and distribution of property on the termination of the community. The 9th Edition contains a new section dealing with same-sex unions and domestic partnership legislation. Further ramifications and problems are explored in the notes to the cases.
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